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No longer the ugly sister to the Himalayan in the AOV Group, the Orange variety is making a major comeback in many parts of the United States and even Japan thanks to the hard work of these dedicated breeders. These top Orange breeders share their enthusiasm for this appealing variety and give you inside tips on how you can fill your barn with sunshine.
Deidre Edder
The Phunny Pharm
Winder, Georgia

O

ne of my first purebred rabbits was an
Orange Netherland Dwarf buck. I fell in
love with the color, and to this day it is
one of my favorites. In fact, I am working on
developing the color in Jersey Woolies.
I bought my first show quality Oranges from Lesa Rose, who has bred
incredible Orange Dwarfs for years. I picked them up at the Perry
Nationals years ago and won 3rd sr buck with a Dwarf who went on to
win 3rd sr buck at the Madison, Wisconsin Convention. His son won
his jr buck class for his first leg at that same convention. That was the
first convention I ever attended.
I used those rabbits along with several from Gary Smith, to produce,
several generations later, my “Hamster”; Phunny Pharm’s FanciFull. He
was by an Orange buck out of an unrelated Blue Otter doe. Hamster
has incredibly clear color, with a beautiful head and ears. He registered
at 1.12. He won BOV Orange and best AOV jr at the last Perry Dwarf
National. Hamster sired many champions for me, before going to live
with Pat in N.J.
I have struggled with type and color in Oranges for eight years. I
intensely dislike smutty rabbits. I try to keep clear color, with medium
rufous, not too red, and not too fawn in color. I used darker and lighter
Oranges to balance color.
Years ago, I tried outcrossing to
Chestnut and REW to try to help
type, but after several generations was still fighting smut.
About four years ago, I
tried Otters and had surprisingly good success
with them. My Otters
carry chocolate and blue,
plus my Oranges were
already mostly chocolate-based. I rarely got a
rabbit with smut. I do
get some Chocolate and
Black Foxes (Torted

Otters) in the litters, and Cinnamons too, all of which have been valuable to me in my breeding.
One way I have discovered to detect smut early is to check the whisker
color. If the whiskers are black or chocolate, the rabbit will eventually
develop smut; if the whiskers are clear, there probably will never be
smut.
In recent years, I have added rabbits from Garrett Justice, whose rabbits go back to mine including Gary Smith and Lesa Rose.
Several times I have bought nice rabbits at shows, only to later discover
that they are descended from my rabbits. All my rabbits carry PP on
their pedigree, short for Phunny Pharm.
I do get some nice Fawns out of the same litters, that Lilac gene pops
up to dilute the Orange.
I am showing a Lynx from one of my Orange/Otter crosses, that has
lovely color.
I have a very small herd, averaging 15-20 Dwarfs at any one time,
including jrs that I am showing.
I think that next to Chestnuts, Oranges have the most beautiful eyes of
any Dwarf.
Garrett Justice
Dwarfs R Us Rabbitry
Check, Virginia
have now been raising the Orange variety
Netherland Dwarf approximately eight years.
In July of 2000 I contributed an article on the
Orange variety for the Dwarf Digest.

I

Since that time I have developed better type
on the Oranges in my herd. However, it seems
that the Oranges with the best type have poor
color and the Oranges with the best color tend to be brood stock or
false Dwarfs.
It isn’t unusual for an Orange Netherland Dwarf to place Best of Group
or Best Opposite of Group in the AOV class, but rarely do they advance
to Best of Breed or Best Opposite of Breed. My wins with them consist
of two Best Opposite of Breeds and several of the Oranges I have sold
have done very well for their new owners at shows down south.

The most progress I made with the Oranges in my herd was when I
bred an awesome Fawn buck #TAN, bred and raised by Deidre Edder in
Georgia, to three of my Orange does. I really saw improvement in the
head and ears.
Now my herd has produced some nice Fawn and Lynx that I can take
back to the Oranges. Sad to say at this time, I don’t feel I’ve made any
major break throughs in the Orange color variety. I still believe it to be
the most challenging!
Julie Ueno with son Joe
Tokyo, Japan
Rays of Sunshine
have been asked to write a few words on my
experience with breeding Oranges. I suppose I
was approached because of "my" BOV and
BOSV at Nationals in CA earlier this year. Though
proud I am, I can hardly take credit for those two
wins. Both of these animals came together with
three other does from Barbara Downing who so generously contributed
them to my breeding program.

I

As most Orange breeders can attest, finding good quality Oranges is difficult at best. Though I have been successful with my Oranges for the
past few years having won a BOV and a BOSV at two Nationals and a
few best in shows in Japan, it was time to bring in new stock. I e-mailed
every Orange breeder I could find in the United States, and the only one
who responded was Barb. I cannot believe my good fortune, because her
animals are of the highest caliber in type and overall balance.
As with every variety in any breed, we strive for perfection. Though we
would like to be able to fix all faults in our animals with one breeding,
it usually does not work that way. It is a very time consuming prospect,
but if done patiently and thoughtfully, the dividends do pay out.
Here are my tips for breeding quality Oranges:
Know your breed standard. Though we are discussing the Orange
variety of Netherland Dwarf, always remember that type is most
important. Breed for consistent type. I would suggest working on type
in this order: Body then head, but always keep overall balance in mind.
Know your variety standard. Though we are breeding for type, you
do not want to breed your Oranges willy-nilly with other varieties.
Also, there seems to be a great deal of argument over what shade an
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Orange is "supposed" to be. Breeders in the East prefer a lighter color
while breeders in the West seem to like the darker orange. I say "to
each his own" as long as that color is clean.
Don't be afraid to breed other varieties into your Oranges to improve
type. I am cringing as I write this as a few of my more experienced
Dwarf breeder friends would not agree. As long as you watch your
color for any hints of smut or white toenails, et cetera, I say what do
you have to lose. That said, the other variety in question must be of
exceptional type throughout. I have used Chestnut and Lynx. However,
I only breed in the odd colors once then once I am satisfied that the
offspring are not odd in color, I always breed back to Orange.
CULL! I live in Tokyo and raise my rabbits (three breeds in all) on my
roof, so I am forced to cull, but I can tell you I have learned a great deal
having to keep my herd size down. I used to raise
Satins at home and we had a nice big barn, lots of
room to keep the random rabbit or two around.
But culling is so crucial to improving your breed
and your variety. When you look at your babies,
and I select between two and three weeks,
look for that special one or two that catch
your eye. Keep definite "no's" in mind for
pets, and watch those "maybes" - they
are the ones that take up space.
That said, when you are breeding in
a new line, you should hang on to
the babies because they may very
well develop differently than your
line that you are used to. You may
end up culling adults, but that is
preferable to getting rid of them
early on when you thought they
were just ugly babies.
Though I have done well and have
been fortunate to find a comrade in Barb,
and I follow my own breeding guidelines
strictly, I must confess that it has
been a challenge the past two years.
My baby boy will be one-year-old in
September. He is my life now, and in
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preparing for his arrival, I culled many of my rabbits. But not my
Orange Netherland Dwarfs. They are a lifetime investment for me
that gives me immense satisfaction and pleasure. I hope some of
the readers out there will be able to find the same in this minor
variety.
Finally, as a registrar and perhaps future judge, a request to judges:
Though Oranges may not (yet) be the most exciting variety of
Netherland Dwarf to judge, please judge them with as much dedication as the other varieties. Far too many times I have seen animals with blue undercolor being overlooked when they should
have been disqualified. A surefire hint is the smut on the outside of
the hind legs. Nine times out of ten, those showing this will have a
blue undercolor.
Barbara Downing
Snowshoe Bunnies
Syracuse, New York
have raised both Oranges and Fawns
exclusively for seven years. It has been
a very challenging yet rewarding experience. My beginning stock came out of
Michigan from Jill MacNaughton in 1997.
Jill had been doing well with the Oranges
but decided to show horses instead. I
drove all the way from New York to pick
up a trio, which was the last of her stock.
I left the empty barn feeling very appreciative of the opportunity
to work with some fine animals. My herd sire buck (Hares 2U
Eric), was out of California from Ralph & Jacqueline Johnston. Eric
had taken BOV in 1995 at ANDRC Nationals in Tulsa Oklahoma.

I

From the beginning I bred only Orange to Orange or Orange to
Fawn. I have limited space and decided to work solely with these
varieties. This has worked well for two reasons. It forced me to be
very selective
in what
I kept
and also to work within the bounds of
Meagan Seieroe
and her
ARBA
Convention
Silver Marten
Buck.
the
animalsBOG
I started
with. Sr.
I purchased
almost no outside stock for
several years. I extensively line bred and selected for type. It is important to line breed in order to develop consistency from within a
confined gene pool. Type is first and foremost, but much time is
wasted if animals are produced that are constantly non-showable.
A common variable within the genetic
make-up of the Orange is the Black gene.
Genetically Orange is A_ B_ C_ D_ ee.

However many years ago
breeders found that if the
Ueno's Tsukimi - Tuscon ANDRC
Chocolate gene is substiNational BOV
tuted for the Black
Photo courtesy Julie Ueno
gene, the result is
better surface
color that blends
more readily
with the orange
band. All of my
rabbits were chocolate based from the
beginning, however
looking over the pedigrees there is no chocolate
for as far back as I can trace -over 12 years ago. The
chocolate gene was introduced a long time ago and breeders have come to expect it in
their Oranges.
Some claim that Chocolate Oranges are not as bright and clear as
Black Oranges. However the brilliant orange color can be found
with both genotypes. The intensity of color is tied to rufous modifiers and not to the chocolate or black gene itself. I avoid animals
with too much red-orange color. These have more rufous modifiers, which are strong and tend to intensify in subsequent breedings. The color can get too dark and there is less shading on these
animals. With Chocolate Oranges the color is more even and
shades better along the sides. The color photo of my jr. buck OJ
shows the shading nicely.
For a long time my Oranges did well both locally and nationally,
however I decided it was time for some outside blood to help with
type. In 2002 my Orange Sr. Doe took 2nd at ANDRC Nationals in
Merrimac, Wisconsin. It was at this show that I teamed up with
Ted McBride to purchase a superb buck by the name of Smith’s
GO. Looking over the pedigree of GO, I have to admit I was a bit
hesitant. GO had a double dose of Black Silver Marten on one side
of the pedigree. However, Ted pointed out that the Silver Marten
had been combined with Chocolate and bred to Orange and that
this would work well with our lines. We were very happy when GO
took BOV that day. He has since accumulated 17 legs including
BOV again at the 2003 ARBA Convention. His offspring took BOSV
and Best Jr. at 2003 ARBA Convention also. At the ANDRC
Nationals in Plymouth, California, my Oranges took BOV and
BOSV again with Julie Ueno showing them. GO has been the icing
on the cake so to speak. Thank you again Garry and Susan!
I wish the best of luck to anyone willing to work with the Orange
variety. The Oranges have come a long way in recent years due to
the dedication of many breeders I am proud to have known. I
would particularly like to thank Ted McBride who has helped me
improve my lines by sharing his own stock with me and lending
his genetic expertise. Ted has bred Oranges and Fawns for years
and without his knowledge of their historic background, genetic
make-up, and unique characteristics, I could not have come as far
as I have.

Jennifer Poeschl
Aardweasel Rabbitry
Tracy, California

GENETICS OF THE ORANGE DWARF

W

hen I started breeding
Netherland Dwarfs, I waffled
around a bit (as I’m sure most
of us did) deciding what colors I wanted
to work with. The minute I saw an
Orange Netherland Dwarf, I was hooked!

Oranges are one of the most challenging varieties of Dwarfs. Nothing
is as attractive as a clean, bright Orange, but attaining that gorgeous
color while achieving any sort of type is a juggling act that would put
circus performers to shame!
Genetically Speaking
An Orange is a non-extension agouti. It is sometimes also described
as a non- extension Chestnut, but this can be false if the Orange is
chocolate-factored. The known genotype of an Orange is A?-??-C?-D?ee. However, the non-extension gene does not always do the job of
completely pushing all black or chocolate color off the hair shaft. This
often leaves us with smutty Oranges, or Oranges that appear to have
a light black or chocolate frosting. We also find many issues with a
slate or dove-grey undercolor, rather than white to the skin as called
for in the Standard of Perfection.
There are two different theories on how to best clean up this smut.
One theory holds that selection is the key, and the easiest way to select
is to breed black- factored Oranges (A?-B?-C?-D?-ee), allowing any
smut to be readily visible. The other theory is a chocolate-factored
Orange (A?-bb-C?-D?-ee) is far less likely to show smutty Orange color.
There are faults and virtues with both theories of color breeding.
Chocolate Anyone?
A smutty Chocolate Orange will inevitably seem cleaner than a smutty Black Orange. The chocolate color tends to fade into
the orange far better than the black color. This means
that a breeder who uses Chocolate Oranges will
attain an eye-pleasing color far more quickly
than a breeder who uses Black Oranges.
This allows these breeders to focus
more heavily on type rather than
color, giving them a faster route to
winning rabbits.
So why doesn‚t everyone breed
Chocolate Oranges? The smut is
still there, but hidden, and some
breeders find this unsavory. In addition, a Chocolate Orange will occasionally appear a bit faded. Consider
the rufousing on a Chocolate Otter versus a Black Otter. The orange is generally
lighter on the Chocolate Otter, while the
Black Otter can show a truly brilliant orange
(almost red) color.

Orange tends to have very
dark brown eyes that sometimes appear almost black.
This is very striking against
the orange color. A
Chocolate Orange will show
lighter brown eyes (still well
within the requirements of
the Standard of Perfection),
which will sometimes show a
ruby cast.
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Black-Factored Oranges
Black Oranges present as many challenges as Chocolate Oranges. The
color (as stated above) is often more brilliant, with a darker eye.
However, any smut present is immediately visible and will detract substantially from the appearance of the Orange. The advantage of a
Black Orange is when you have a clean Orange, you KNOW it is clean,
rather than smutty with the smut simply masked or hidden.
However, with the challenges presented by smut and undercolor, Black
Oranges have not made as many strides forward in type as Chocolate
Oranges. It can be difficult for a breeder to keep a smutty but typey
Orange, when a brilliant and beautifully colored Orange with less type
beckons.
Whichever color orange a breeder chooses to work with, it is important that they inform buyers to avoid potential conflict within breeding programs. It can be distressing for either a Chocolate Orange or a
Black Orange breeder to purchase a clean Orange and see it produce
nothing but smutty offspring.
Apples & Oranges
Another point of debate is whether it is better to strictly breed
Orange to Orange, or whether it is better to add other colors into the
mix to improve type. As with chocolate versus black, there are benefits and problems with either method.
Breeding Orange to Orange is generally considered the fastest and easiest way to get good color. It’s also easy to predict future generations Orange to Orange will almost inevitably produce nothing but Orange,
whether that is smutty or clean. Most Oranges available, at least in
my area, carry nothing unexpected (AA-??-CC-D?-ee), and will therefore throw nothing but potentially showable offspring.
However, the type of most of these Oranges
leaves something to be desired. While
improved from what they were years ago,
most Oranges simply aren’t typey
enough to compete at group level, let
alone breed level. Eventually the
type will improve, but it will be
slow progress, potentially taking
several more years before competing animals are produced.
Another method is breeding
other colors with more type
into the orange lines. Type
comes quickly when an
Orange is bred to an exceptional
Dwarf of excellent lines, the resulting

Another difference is in the eyes. A Black

Barbra Downing’s OJ, Photo courtesy Barbara Downing

See it in

Color!

Island Gems, Kerwin, owned by Jen Poeschl, bred by Danna Pickle.
Photo courtesy Jen Poeschl.
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Agouti or AOV?
DID YOU KNOW?
ALTHOUGH CLASSIFIED IN THE AOV GROUP, THE ORANGE (AND ITS DILUTE
FAWN) IS ACTUALLY AN AGOUTI-PATTERNED RABBIT.
Just like the Chestnut, Cinnamon
(not recognized), Chinchilla,
Squirrel and Lynx, the Orange
carries the white/cream bellies,
trim on the chins, lacing on the
ears, and even the eye circles !
Like an agouti it also has a
distinct undercolor, an intermediary band, and a tip
portion. (Hang on experts,
we’ll get to that.)
So why is the Orange considered
an AOV? To find your answer,
blow in the coat and take a look.
See photo, upper left
• Undercolor - Check. It’s white
• Intermediary band - Check.
That’s the orange color.
• Tip color - Wait. Where’s the
tip color?
Unlike the Chestnut or
Chinchilla’s fur, the Orange’s
intermediary color carries up
through the tip of the hair to
mask or lighten the tip color.
It’s much easier to identify the
undercolor, intermediary band
and tip portions of the hair shaft
in the Cinnamon and Chestnut
photos. Middle left and below

Photos courtesy of Team Locust
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So, while the tip is there, you
can’t see it, which makes the
Orange Variety an anomaly;
effectively excluding them from
the Agouti Group and placing
them firmly into the AOV
Group where they’ve been giving
Himalayans a run for their
money ever since.

offspring are a marked improvement over their Orange
ancestors. The offspring will not generally be Orange, but
will carry the non-extension gene needed to produce
Oranges in future generations.

Heather and Susan Brown
Orange Blossom Rabbitry &
Heather’s Precious
Netherlands
Sarasota, Florida

There are definitely some problems that go with this
method. The offspring should not be bred back to
their Orange parent, as this simply doubles up and perpetuates the type problem.

FLORIDA’S FINEST

The best way I’ve found to go about this method is to
breed several Orange rabbits to typey rabbits in your
barn, preferably chestnuts, but other colors can be considered. The kits that result from these Orange/color
breedings should be bred to each other. This will produce a combination of Oranges and other varieties
(depending on the parentage). Any Oranges produced
from this generation will probably be smutty, but useful
for further breeding. Any offspring that is not Orange
should be removed from the breeding program, unless it
is test-bred back to an Orange to determine whether it
carries the non-extension gene.
This pattern should be repeated until the Oranges (smutty though they may be) show the desired type. At this
point, these offspring can be bred to each other, selecting
the typiest and cleanest Oranges from resulting generations. This method will take a substantial amount of
time, but will ensure that the eventual Oranges produced
are of excellent lineage and type.
An important factor to consider, when breeding Oranges
under this method, is to select (type willing) color faults
or virtues in other varieties that will compliment the
Orange program. Chestnuts with very little black in their
coat, opals with white undercolor, and otters with good
rufousing are all excellent candidates for an Orange program. The final choices should be based on type, but
consideration can also be given to this.
Unfortunately, future generations from this type of breeding program will produce any number of unshowable or
badly colored offspring of other varieties. It is quite probable that a breeder will be seeing Foxes and mis-marked
Torts coming from their Orange lines for several years.
These offspring should not be put back into the orange
program, as that will simply act to further perpetuate the
problem. Nor can they be used in another program as it
is not beneficial to add non-extension to most other programs, and the torts from an Orange program will cause
shading problems in a Tort breeding program.
In Conclusion
Oranges are an incredible variety with enormous potential. It has been exciting to see other breeders take up
the color, and I hope to see many more in the future.
The more hands and minds take up this unique and fascinating challenge, the more quickly strides forward in type
and color can be made.
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i my name is Heather
Brown. I live in
Sarasota, Florida and
have been raising Netherland Dwarfs for six years. Of that six years, the
last four years I have bred and shown Orange Dwarfs. The first time I
saw a Orange Dwarf was five years ago and I fell in love with that color.
I also have Himmie Dwarfs. The orange color is so striking. My orange
line is pure orange and I don't mix other colors with them. I got my
first Orange buck four years ago and started showing him right away.
He has shown very well and as of this date he has eight legs.
I started searching for a couple of does to breed but after six to nine
months I could not find any does in Florida. Unfortunately there
were not too many Orange Dwarf breeders in Florida at that time so
it was really hard to get started with this color but I was determined.
After talking to a breeder at a show, she suggested I contact a breeder
north of Atlanta, Georgia. After contacting Deidre Edder, my mom
and I took a trip to Atlanta and pick-up my first two Orange does. I
learned from Deidre that you should not mix any other colors with
the Orange color because you have a tendency to get smut on the
Orange. So I have taken that advice from four years ago and use that
in my breeding program. I have had a number of litters over the
years and to this date, I have had no smutting in my Orange Dwarfs.
At the present, my breeding program includes three bucks and four
does. One of my does has six legs which includes Best of Breed (4
times), Best of Opposite Sex and 1st Reserve. That doe and my original
buck were at the 2003 ARBA Nationals. My buck placed second in the
Youth Show. My mom started showing Orange Dwarfs last September.
She has two bucks and one doe. She took one buck to the 2003 ARBA
Nationals and he received first place Orange junior buck. He is the son
of my Grand Champion buck and doe. We saw a large number of
Oranges at 2003 Convention and talked with other Orange Dwarf
breeders. It was a great learning experience.
Right now we are working on the head and ears
on the Orange Dwarfs.
We are learning that this
can be a little tricky
but we are having
fun! I have earned
the reputation of
having nice
Orange Dwarfs in
my area. I have
noticed since I
started breeding
Orange Dwarfs, they
seem to have the
sweetest disposition.
You are probably wondering why we love Orange
Dwarfs, my mom and I
both have red hair.
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This little cutie is “Rusty”, a junior
buck bred by Heather and Susan
Brown in Sarasota, Florida

Orange Pride
WHAT’S IN A NAME? PLENTY IF YOU’RE A DIE HARD ORANGE
BREEDER. NOT CONTENT WITH A SIMPLE EAR NUMBER THESE
BREEDERS OPT FOR NAMES THAT GIVE THEIR ORANGES SOME STYLE.
FROM THE HILARIOUSLY APT, TO THE MORE ESOTERIC, THESE FOLKS
CAME UP WITH PLENTY OF ORANGE-Y NAMES TO KEEP YOUR
LARDER WELL-STOCKED FOR THE NEXT FEW GENERATIONS.
Zest
Sunshine
Sunny
Fanta
Slice
Creamsicle
Dreamsicle
Sweet Tater
Reba
Oompa Loompa
Tangerine
Rusty
Orange Marmalade
Sunkist
Orange Peel
Tang
Pumpkin
Sunrise
Orange Crush
Citrus
Mandarin
Triple Sec
Carrot Top
Carrot Cake
Fanta
Jack (O’Lantern)
Tropicana
Navel
Lucy
Tequila
Cantaloupe
Rusty
Nectarine
Peaches
Orange Julius
OJ
Cumquat
Cinnamon
Poppy
Flame
Orange Blossom
Caramel
Copper
Sundance
Sherbet
Naranja - Spanish for "orange"

Buck names
Rishi - Indian for "Ray of
Light"
Clancy - Celtic for "son of
red-headed soldier"
Edan - Celtic for "Flame or
fiery"
Egan - Little fire
Flynn - Son of red-headed
man
Samson - Hebrew for "bright
as the sun"
Galeno - Spanish for "little
bright one"
Doe names
Savita - Indian for "Sun"
Shika - Indian for "Flame"
Marjani - African for "Coral"
Zarina - African for "golden"
Aithne - Celtic for "little fire"
Anani - Hawaiian for "orange
tree"
Kalama - Hawaiian for "flaming torch"
Lokelani - Hawaiian for
"small red rose"
Elektra - Greek for "bright
light"
Titian - Greek for "red-gold"
Zora - Greek, Slavic for
"golden dawn"
Pazia - Hebrew for "golden"
Solana - Spanish for "sunshine"
Gemstone names for
our Orange Gems
Coral
Amber
Tourmaline
Jasper
Carnelian
Topaz
Almandine
Malaia
Fire Opal
Citrine
Spessartite

A special thank you to the following contributers, (in no particular order):
Jen Poeschl, Pam Hartley, Heidi Brashear, Heather and Susan Brown,
Laura Stevens, Randy Hall, and Edie Walker.
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DeLuca’s TR1,
Best Jr Orange
2002 ANDRC
National

Getting back to Clean Oranges

The Orange Color

SHIRLEY DELUCA
THERE IS A LOT OF CONFUSION ABOUT USING THE CHESTNUT WITH THE ORANGE., OST OF WHICH WAS STARTED BY BREEDERS WHO FAILED TO FOLLOW THROUGH IN THE BREEDING PROGRAM: THE BEGINNER. THINK ABOUT IT – AFTER ALL THE ORANGE DID COME FROM THE CHESTNUT, AND IS
MOST DEFINITELY AN AGOUTI. IT’S REALLY NOT A QUESTION OF GENETICS. ADD INTENTIONAL MISLEADING FROM YOUR FOUNDATION ORANGE
BREEDERS, WHO THOUGHT THEY WERE PROTECTING THE COLOR FROM INEXPERIENCED HANDS, NOW YOU HAVE YOUR ANSWER.
MY SPECULATION. THE REASON FOR THE OVER PROTECTION WAS NOT OVER THE SMUT AND UNDERCOLOR. JUDGING BY THE ARTICLES AND THE LACK OF
ARTICLES. I’D SAY IT WAS THE "RUFOUS FACTOR". IT PUZZLED THEM TOO. ONE CAN’T TEACH WHAT ONE DOESN’T KNOW.
HUMAN ERROR VS. HUMAN NATURE.
RUFOUS CONTROL STARTS WITH THE CHESTNUT
"But I would also be tempted to breed the Orange or Fawn to Himalayan or a
Siamese Sable or Siamese Smoke Pearl with very light saddle or a very light
Sable Point in attempt to get rid of the Agouti coated color problem."
- The Genetic Paint Box – Flo Ann Gordon: 1986 ANDRC Guide Book

I did the breeding and "the Agouti coated color problem" was not about
smut and undercolor, it was about rufous control. That would be a
very good reason why the Orange didn’t work with the Chestnut back
then. The Oranges were too dark and breeders too few. Bottom line:
It really wasn’t anyone’s fault. The color just needed time to grow up.

You are not changing the Genotype of the Orange.
This is the natural process of creating an Orange.
You are simply going back to the drawing board the Chestnut.
When breeding Orange to Chestnut you have to keep your best type and
breed past the color issues. Yes the second generation’s color will really stink,
but you can get back to clean from here. If you learn more about the
Chestnut, you’ll learn more about your Oranges. Most importantly – you
have to know what you are physically looking at with the rufous factor and
you will find that answer on the Chestnut.
What makes a big difference in a breeder’s opinion (an honest one) is caused
by the simple differences between light and dark. It is failure to recognize the
effects of the rufous factor you get from the Chestnut that you started with.
Does it have a light or dark rufous factor? Flat or intense? The Orange is a

* NPE = No Personal
Experience –
reliable source

dilute, so the right answer is light and flat. The Chestnut should
always be considered a dark Orange or a Red when bred to the Orange.
DO NOT use the dark Orange with
the Chestnut. Dark to dark will
UNDERSTANDING THE RUFOUS SCALE
equal dark – in most cases – but
and the rabbits directly involved
with the Orange it will equal
with the Orange.
DARKER. Rufous modifiers are
From top to bottom: The top
cumulative and that will play a
having the most, the bottom
major part in your finished prodhaving the least.
uct. Then why play with it? Simple
Red
Intense
– you already are. It’s what makes
Chestnut The middle man
an Orange an Orange.
Orange

What about the smut and the blue
undercolor? The real problem is: It’s
not broke and never was, it just needs
a little adjusting.

Fawn

Dilute of the
Chestnut, stay on
your side of the scale
Dilute of the Orange

•

The surface color of the body is to be bright orange on the head, outside
of the ears, loins, and top of the tail.

•
•
•

The color will fade to a lighter orange on the sides and chest.

•

The underside of the tail and around
the vent area is to be white to the skin.

•

The inside of the ears are to be white,
while the nostrils and eye circles are to
be creamy white.

The color is to extend well down the hair shaft to an off-white undercolor.
The surface color of the belly, (except for
the orange lap spots) back of the forelegs,
inside of the hind legs, top of hind feet,
and underside of the lower jaw is to be
white with an off-white undercolor.

Photo top right: DeLuca’s TB1, Grand Champion sr. buck and
third generation Chestnut.

mizes the smut and also helps to control the rufous factor. This is
from my own personal breeding experience and it works.

CREATING A DILUTED CHESTNUT IS BREEDING TRUE AS THE ORANGE IS A DILUTE
OF THE CHESTNUT.
You are not changing the Genotype of the Orange. This is the
natural process of creating an Orange. You are simply going back
to the drawing board - the Chestnut.

A word of caution when using the Smokes. They have gray eyes,
and may be more suitable to make Fawns. I would stay with the
brown eyed rabbits for the Orange, or the REW, which in my
opinion has the best effect on controlling the Rufous.

The first generation is to create a more useful Chestnut, one
that is more forgiving by putting you on the right side of the
rufous scale. Breeding REW, Chocolate, Siamese Sable,
Siamese Smoke Pearl, Sable Point, Smoke Pearl Marten,
Sable Marten, Silver Marten (NPE), or Himalayan to
the Orange has absolutely NOTHING to do with
any of the above colors. What it does and why it
works is it cuts the intensity of the rufous gene
and produces a Chestnut that is FLAT in color.
This is your first step to making a Orange:
Dilute the rufous. It doesn’t do much for the
Chestnut, (it’s still showable) but it lightens
the color, and gives you something new and
different to work with. More importantly
you are on the right side of the rufous scale.
It’s not mixing and matching – it’s the
natural process.

There is nothing wrong with smutty blue undercolored
Oranges, other than it is a DQ. Just don’t show it. Treat it
like you would any other rabbit in your breeding
program. If it has type, use it. This color is simply
stuck at the in-between stage of natural development and needs to be finished up.

A picture is worth a thousand words. Figures 1 & 2 are
third generation Chestnut and absolutely clean.

Third Generation = Clean Orange
Clean Orange
Clean Orange
Clean Orange
Clean Orange
Clean Orange

Follow through. It’s the key to getting back
to clean Oranges.
The last national show I want to was the
2002 ANDRC National. My senior doe was
BOSV. I also had a Best Junior Orange
with a doe who was a little too dark.
Both of these does were 3rd generation
and very clean in color. The Chestnut I
used was from a true Chestnut line, not
the dilute. I used the light Orange with a
Chestnut with a strong rufous factor.
One dark rabbit at a time.

The key to getting back to clean Orange is to
keep breeding it back to the clean Orange.
It is a three generation fix (see pedigree on
following page). Another helpful tip is to only
add one line of Chestnut at a time. This mini-
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WHY USE THE CHESTNUT?

Clean Orange
Clean Orange
3rd GenerationClean Orange
You may still see some
light smut, but for the
most part they are clean)
2nd Generation
Smutty Orange
w/blue undercolor
(produces BOTH
smutty & clean
Orange)

Figure 2
1st Generation
Diluted Chestnut
(Still showable, just
has a little lighter
features. The
rufous factor.)

Original Breeding
REW
Clean Orange

Clean Orange
Clean Orange
Clean Orange

Figure 1

DeLuca’s Budget D35 Grand Champion buck,
11 legs, Best Orange 1996 ANDRC National
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